IDENTIFY

Identify Features:

TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES FOR
LAW ENFORCEMENT

Intuitive mobile interface
Storage of data in any relational database
Full-integration with external systems

Identify is the first mobile application designed to
seamlessly integrate with law enforcement data.

Java-compatible server technology
Customizable core features
Custom search capabilities for local
databases or other external systems
Available for iPhone, iPad and Android
(coming soon)
Bluetooth Support

Identify helps law enforcement agencies
bridge the gap between their existing
data systems and their iOS and Android
mobile devices. The Identify platform
provides a pluggable query system that
can deliver data from a variety of data
sources to a mobile format without
creating “one-off” mobile solutions for
each line of business.

Utilizing existing federal databases,
Identify taps into biometrics, photos,
text and maps to help officers
immediately determine the identity
of a suspect.
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Major Features:
Seamless exchange of biometrics and images
to other applications

IDENTIFY

True law enforcement workflow
Two and 10-Print capture (with compliant
device not included)

WTS Identify for Law Enforcement

High-quality mug shot capture with built-in
photo cropping
Unlimited photo capture for scars, marks,
and other identifiers
Federally-compliant data submissions
Open architecture supports any iOS or Android
compatible device

Capture latitude and longitude
location data with images
Connect and search 2-print and 10-print
biometric databases
Map view of location data
Meets federal security guidelines

Greater Efficiency for Law
Enforcement
With Identify, law enforcement agents can
retrieve results from any number of databases
at the source of the apprehension. Whether
it’s to validate the identity of a suspect or
check mission-critical systems for criminal
records, Identify provides results on the spot.

Designed for Today’s
Government
Identify captures biometric, image and text
information through an advanced quick
capture interface. This adaptable interface
allows users to submit files and information in
accordance with policies and technologies
adopted by their agencies. In addition, the
flexible Identify framework allows fast, secure
access to databases including those used by
FBI, DHS and selected State and Local
governments. Identify supports federal
security standards for secure communication
including SSL, VPN and is compatible with
secure containers like Good.

Mugshot Photo Capture

Captures Biometrics

Case Management

Easy-to-Use Interface

Automatic Mapping

Bluetooth Scanner Ready

